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1 Introduction

In this document, the algorithms adopted for the implementation of the MINE
RULE core operator will be described.

The MINE RULE language is an SQL extension that facilitates the extraction
of Association Rules (AR) by allowing the user to specify constraints and format
of the extracted rules.

In the literature, the problem of extraction of Association Rules in large databases
has been reduced to that of searching for a collection of sets of elements, called
itemset, that have enough support on the whole database.

In the following we will analyze two algorithms: newFP-growth and newPar-
tition. The implementation of the two algorithms will allow new enhancements
for increased performances, in future releases.

2 NewFP-growth

The newFP-growth algorithm is an extension of FP-growth presented by Han [2].
In contrast to FP-growth, here we tried to optimize some steps of the original

algorithm and where possible to apply pruning.
The algorithm reads transactions from the database and builds a tree of items.

Moreover, for each item a general counter and a tree that represents the whole
itemset associated to the item, is also maintained by the algorithm.
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The original algorithm executes a first complete reading of the database to
determine the frequencies of every item. These frequencies are used to prune the
items with support lower than the minimum threshold, and compute an ordering
(from the most frequent to the least frequent), that allows to build in memory the
smallest possible structure during the second scan of the database.

To avoid to perform a double database scan, newFP-growth recomputes the
ordering on the fly during the reading of the database, and rearrange the ordering
every time certain criteria are met (es. level of depth, memory space occupied,
etc...). After this rearrengement, the reading and the insertion of items in the tree
will follow the new order so defined.

We suppose that the rearrangement of the tree is less expensive than a second
reading of the database.

In both cases, the cost of rearrangement of the items according to the defined
order in every transaction is the same as that of the original algorithm.

Besides, in the construction of the conditional FP-trees precise assumptions
are exploited for performing pruning. Later on, we will describe how this mecha-
nism has been implemented.

In Algorithm 1, the high-level code of the newFP-growth is shown.

Algorithm 1 newFP-growth
while (!database.EOF)

if (criteria)
counter.reorder();
tree.reorder(counter.newOrder());

tr=read_transaction();
tree.insert(tr);

end while;
//create the list for each item.

Counter.makeList(tree);

// It performe all conditional FP-tree.Cutting where possible.

Counter.condFPTree(tree);

We analyze the critical points of the algorithm. At the end of the database
scan, the general counter contains all the items found in the database, with a list
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that connects all nodes corresponding to that item in the tree.
In Algorithm 2, the high-level code of the condFPTree is shown.

Algorithm 2 condFPTree
1 Procedure condFPTree (tree)
2 for each item // ordered by ascending counter

3 while (NOT (list_of_same_item.EOF))
4 prec=list_of_same_item.front();

// find pattern root to item and insert in into cond.FPTree
6 extract_pattern(prec);

7 list_of_same_item.pop();
// if it has not the sameAncestor prune to the end of list.

8 if (!(haveSameAncestor())
9 if (prec.myAncestor()!=”root”)
10 Item_fptree.cut();
11 end while;
12 Item_fptree.cut();
13 end;

The procedure condFPTree uses a list (called list_of_same_item) for building
the conditional FP-trees. The elements of the list are pointers to the same item in
the tree. An example is show in figure 1.

For each element of the list, the procedure extracts a path from the root to the
node itself, and it inserts into the conditional FP-tree this path (line 6). A node
can be pruned away from the conditional FP-tree (line 10) when its father at first
level of the FP-tree is different from the father at first level of the FP-tree of the
preceding node in the list. This cut on the conditional FP-tree allows to decrease
the memory requirements of the algorithm. Finally, the resulting conditional FP-
tree is checked (line 12) for enough support, and possibly pruned.

An example is show in figure2.
At the end, the general counter will contain every item having support above

threshold along with the itemset associated to it.
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Figure 1: Example of General Count and FP-Growth Tree.

Figure 2: Example of condition FP-Tree
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CP
k Set of local candidate k-itemset in partition p

Lp
k Set of local large k-itemset in partition p

Lp Set of local large itemset in partition p
CG

k Set of global candidate k-itemset
LG

k Set of global large k-itemset
CG Set of all the global large candidate itemset

Figure 3: Notation.

3 The algorithm newPartition

The base idea of the algorithm Partition is that to avoid repeated readings of the
database.

In fact, if we suppose to have a small collection of itemsets, for example few
thousands, potentially with enough support, we can maintain all of them in main
memory and to calculate their real supports. In this way, with a single scan of
the database, it is possible to identify for what itemsets the support is greater than
the threshold established by the user (these itemsets are called large). For more
details on the theory of Partition refer to [1].

Before describing the algorithms, Figure 3 reports some notation used hereon.
A locally large itemset is an itemset whose local support, that is relative to a

partition, is not less than the minimum threshold of support. It should be noticed,
nevertheless, that it could be not large in the context of the whole database D.

Besides, we define in an analogous way, global support, globally large itemset
and candidate itemset, relatively to the whole database D.

3.1 Analysis of the algorithm newPartition

The high-level code of newPartition is shown in algorithm 3.
At the beginning the database is divided in n partitions. The phase 1 of the

algorithm consists of n iterations, where in every step a partition is scanned and a
structure containing pointers to itemsets is initialized. The structure is organized
by levels of increasingly larger itemsets.

The procedure gen_Large_ItemSet_Base(pi, nSup) performs an initial prun-
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Algorithm 3 newPartition
P = partition_database(D);
n = number of the partitions
for i=1 to n // phase I

itemSetList.init();
read_in_partition(pi ∈P)
gen_Large_ItemSet_Base(pi,nSup);
gen_Large_ItemSet(pi,itemSetList,nSup);

for (i=2; L
j
i 6=0, j=1,2,...,n;i++) do // Merge Phase

CG
j =

⋃
j=1,2,..,n L

j
i;

for i=1 to n // Phase II

CG = read_in_partition(pi ∈P);

CG.checkSupportBaseDef(HashMap); // check & pruning first level

CG.gen_final_count(HashMap,itemSetList);
LG= { c∈CG| c.count / TotTran ≥ minSup }

ing. It exploits the properties used in Apriori to constrain the search.
Subsequently, the procedure gen_large_itemset considers a partition pi as in-

put and produces the set of locally large itemset with respect to partition pi and of
cardinality k. In this procedure, that we will analyze in detail in the next subsec-
tion, the generation of the levels follows a breadth search strategy by exploiting
the structure itemSetList.

In the merge phase, the union of the set Li

k is computed, for all partitions
pi having the same cardinality k, in order to produce the set of global candidate
itemsets CG

k.
In the phase 2, the algorithm rescan the database to calculate the support rela-

tive to the whole database. This is accomplished by the procedure gen_final_count
that calculates the global support of every candidate itemset and sums the contri-
butions of every partition. The itemsets so found are, finally, globally large.

We now analyze the procedure gen_large_itemset whose high-level code is
shown in algorithm 4 .

This procedure considers a single partition pi and produces all the locally large
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Algorithm 4 gen_large_itemset & gen_large_itemsetHelper
procedure gen_large_itemSet(p)

L
p
1= { first large itemset with tid-list}

for (k=2; L
p
k 6= 0; k++)

itemSetList.getListOfPtrLevel(k-1);
for (i=itemSetList.begin();i=itemSetList.end();i++)
gen_large_itemset_Helper(p,k);

end;

procedure gen_large_itemSet_Helper(p,k)
forall itemset I1∈L

p
k-1 do

forall itemset I2∈L
p
k-1 do

I3.tidlist = I1.tidlist
⋂

I2.tidlist;
if (haveSuppSuff(I3.tidlist))

L
p
k = L

p
k

⋃
{I3};

remove I1.tidlist;
itemSetList.addList(k);

end;

itemsets.
As previously mentioned, it develops the levels in a breadth-first way exploit-

ing a structure that contains the list of pointers to the preceding level (an example
is shown in Figure 4). A similar structure is used in [3].

Therefore, it iterates on the list of the current level and produces the following
level of itemsets.

To this aim, the procedure gen_large_itemset_Helper is used.
To each itemset, a structure, called tidlist, is associated. A tidlist for itemset I

contains the TIDs (transaction ids) of all the transactions that contain the itemset I
in a given partition. The TIDs in a tidlist, are maintained ordered. A tidlist is used
for calculating the support of an itemset; in fact, the cardinality of a tidlist divided
by the total number of transactions in a partition gives the support of the itemset
local to that partition.

The procedure proceeds in steps, and during every step the itemsets of a given
cardinality k are produced. Subsequently, if an itemset I1, that is large and of
cardinality k-1 can be widened with a single item taken from a second itemset I2,
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Figure 4: List of pointers used to develop the levels.
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also large and of cardinality k -1, so that to get a third itemset I3, that is large and
of cardinalità k. To avoid to build a candidate I3 more than once, the itemsets are
alphabetically ordered and the new itemset I3 is only produced if by adding to I1
the last item of I2, the itemset I3 is still ordered.

Subsequently, if the itemset I3 has enough local support it is kept, otherwise it
is eliminated, as done in Apriori.

Then, if the candidate I3 has enough support, its tidlist will be given by the
intersection of the tidlists of I1 and I2.

Finally, every new created level is inserted into the list so that the procedure
can be repeated for producing the following level.

3.2 Final generation of the large itemsets.

The set of candidate itemsets globally large is given by the union of all the locally
large itemsets of the different partitions. The following step consists of rereading
all the partitions and producing the relative tidlists for all the first level candidates.

At this point, we can check, through the procedure checkSupportBaseDef, if
there are candidates at first level that do not have enough support. By discover-
ing such candidates, we can proceed with the pruning of the itemsets and to the
deletion of the candidate. Besides, a hashmap is filled with all the candidates that
have enough support.

Finally, by invoking the procedure gen_final_count, whose high-level code is
introduced in Algorithm 5, all the itemsets with enough support are produced.

In this procedure, a breadth-first strategy is used, as explained previously. By
using a HashMap containing the itemsets of level k-1, it is easy to check if the
itemsets of the next level had indeed enough support. In fact, all of the itemsets
of level k-1 must exist. If there is no entry in the HashMap for an itemset of level
k-1, then the combined itemset of level k will not have enough support.

In order to save space, only one HashMap is needed for the whole process;
once a level has been fully processed, the HashMap can be reused for the next
level.

An example of how this HashMap can be used for pruning is shown in Figure
5.
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Algorithm 5 Gen_final_count and Helper procedures.
Procedure gen_final_count(HashMap, HashMapNew)

for (k=2; Lk p ‘0; k++)
itemSetList.getListOfPtrLevel(k-1);

for (i=itemSetList.begin(); i=itemSetList.end(), i++)
gen_final_count_Helper(HashMap,HashMapNew)

hashMap=hashMapNew;
end;
Procedure gen_final_count_Helper(HashMap, HashMapNew)

forall itemset I1∈L
p
k-1 do

forall itemset I2∈L
p
k-1 do

c.findTies(myAncestor,I2,level); // c is a candidate
if (okTies)
c.tidlist= I1.tidlist ∩ I2.tidlist;
if (haveSuppSuff(c.tidlist))

L
p
k= L

p
k ∪ { c }

HashMapNew.insert(myAncestor + c);
else
pruning(c); //

remove I1.tidlist;
end;
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AB
AC
AD
BC
BD
...

hashMap
lev 2

A
B
C
D
...

B
C
D
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D:??
..

ItemSet ACD 
is possible?
No, because CD
does not exist
in HashMap

C: Ok

Figure 5: Example of pruning using an HashMap.
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In the example, when we analyze level 3 and the candidate ABC, we verify
that there exist AB, AC, BC. Thus, to know if ABC has enough support, it only
needs to make the intersection of the tidlists for AB, AC, and BC. Instead, on the
candidate ACD we can immediately apply pruning, since we know that CD have
not enough support, because it is not in the HashMap.

4 The algorithm newPartition extended for MINE
RULE

In the simple examples that, till now, we have seen, the items are single elements
with values here represented by a letter of the alphabet. In general, MINE RULE
provides more powerful tools, such as the possibility to define some clusters and
mining condition on the body and head of the rules. In order to realize this, the
algorithm previously described has been extended.

As it should be noticed, in presence of a cluster condition the itemsets of the
body and head are extracted from inside a cluster, (either the same cluster or two
different ones), provided that they belong to the same group. In presence of a
mining condition the items selected for the body and for the head must satisfy
such a condition, that is not necessarily the same for body and head. In these
cases, the construction of the rules cannot totally follow the model of the algorithm
newPartition.

The high-level code of the modified algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6.
The algorithm first creates the itemsets with enough global support, and only

subsequently it creates the rules by extracting the items to be put in the body and
head from the found itemsets. This is because clusters and mining conditions
impose roles on the items: some of them can only be in the body of a rule, while
some others can only be in the head of a rule. The same happens when body
and head are defined on different schemas. This means that we need separate
structures for body itemsets and head itemsets. In order to implement this, we
build a single structure that maintains information for the body itemsets, and for
each of them a similar structure for the possible head itemset is attached, as shown
in Figure 6. Anyway, as done in the base case, it is still possible to apply pruning
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Algorithm 6 Extension of newPartition for the case of clusters.
P = partition_database(D)
n = number of the partitions
for i=1 to n // phase I

itemSetList.init();
// body and head information read and insert.

read_in_partition(pi ∈P);
gen_Large_Rules_Base(pi,nSup);
gen_Large_Rules(pi,itemSetList,nSup);

for (i=2; L
j
i 6=0, j=1,2,...,n;i++) do // Merge Phase

CG
j =

⋃
j=1,2,..,n L

j
i;

for i=1 to n // Phase II

CG = read_in_partition(pi ∈P);
if (supportHeadOnly) headInformation(pi);

CG.checkSupportBaseDef(HashMap); // check & pruning first level

CG.gen_final_count(HashMap,itemSetList);
LG= { c∈CG| c.count / TotTran ≥ minSup }
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when building the levels: in fact, a body itemset I3 of level 3 is generated from
body itemsets I1 and I2 of level 2 only if the corresponding head itemsets of I1
and I2, once merged, still have enough support; otherwise, I3 is pruned.

The rule extraction process, thus, proceeds by considering a body itemset and
by exploding its head itemset to generate the rules, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Example of a head tree for a given body itemset.
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